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ChatGPT is a FREE money-minting machine.

Leverage it right, and you'll be miles ahead of the rest.

Here are 11 threads that'll accelerate your growth:

Save thousands of marketing hours:

https://t.co/RXvdt8WITr

ChatGPT is a FREE employee.

But most people don't know how to use it to superpower their marketing.

Here are 8 ways ChatGPT can save you thousands of marketing hours in 2023:

— MATT GRAY (@matt_gray_) January 18, 2023

10 mindblowing things you can do:

https://t.co/62y1iUogi6

ChatGPT has crossed 1M+ users in just 5 days.

To compare, it took Netflix 41 months, FB - 10 months, and Instagram - 2.5 months.

But many haven\u2019t yet realized its full potential.

Here are the 10 mindblowing things you can do using it right now:

— Aleksandr Volodarsky \U0001f1fa\U0001f1e6 (@volodarik) December 8, 2022
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ChatGPT is a FREE assistant:

https://t.co/k9y7rZOus0

ChatGPT is a FREE assistant.

But most people don\u2019t know the best ways to use it.

Here are 8 ways ChatGPT can save you thousands of hours in 2023:

— Joe Speiser \u26a1\ufe0f (@jspeiser) January 2, 2023

Become millionaire:

https://t.co/fhwOPTLOUG

ChatGPT combined with modern marketing is going to make people millions in 2023.

Here\u2019s the system they\u2019ll use (and how you can copy them with the help of ChatGPT):

— Logan | Landing Pages (@LoftedLearning) January 3, 2023

ChatGPT is a FREE college professor:

https://t.co/mxOoAy8PpA

ChatGPT is a FREE college professor.

But most students don\u2019t take advantage if it.

Here\u2019s 7 ways to produce a 4.0 GPA with ChatGPT:

— Liam (@LiamKircher) January 18, 2023

Generate Business ideas:

https://t.co/eyikLURm14

ChatGPT has taken the internet by storm.

The possibilities of using AI to make money online are endless.

Here are 8 business ideas you can start now (for free) with ChatGPT:

— Syed Huq \U0001f3ae (@thesyedhuq) December 27, 2022
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10 techniques to get massively ahead with AI:

https://t.co/tfU8hNcxy6

Everyone\u2019s using ChatGPT.

But almost everyone's STUCK in beginner mode.

10 techniques to get massively ahead with AI:

(cut-and-paste these prompts\U0001f447)

— Rob Lennon \U0001f5ef | Audience Growth (@thatroblennon) January 3, 2023

9 things you can do right now to improve your life with AI:

https://t.co/F4m90g11hx

Everyone is using ChatGPT.

But 99% of people don't understand how you can use it in your daily life.

Here are 9 things you can do right now to improve your life with AI:

— Antonio Reza (@theantonioreza) January 14, 2023

10 unconventional ways ChatGPT will augment your marketing team:

https://t.co/pblnkW7ntl

ChatGPT will save your marketing team thousands of hours,

If they know how to use it.

Here are 10 unconventional ways ChatGPT will augment your marketing team in 2023:

— Chris Cunningham (@ChrisClickUp) January 13, 2023

Use ChatGPT in daily work to increase both velocity and quality:

https://t.co/9pEMEySgX9

ChatGPT has changed software development! 

 

However, 68.1% of Software Engineers still don't use it. 
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As a CTO, I'm telling my teams to use ChatGPT in their daily work to increase both velocity and quality. 

 

This is how \U0001f447

— Sergio Pereira \U0001f680 (@SergioRocks) January 12, 2023

Stay 10X Productive:

https://t.co/C9Cj5txzQw

Chat GPT is Ground-Shattering technology

But 99% of people are stuck in beginner mode

7 dead simple ways you can use Chat-GPT to 10X your productivity in 2023:

(copy-and-paste \U0001f447)

— Jaen (@jaencarrodine) January 13, 2023

Thanks for checking this out.

Follow @Makadiaharsh for more such threads.

If you loved this thread, like and retweet the first tweet. https://t.co/cXlAtAExXT

ChatGPT is a FREE money-minting machine.

Leverage it right, and you'll be miles ahead of the rest.

Here are 11 threads that'll accelerate your growth:

— Harsh Makadia (@MakadiaHarsh) January 19, 2023
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